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Doulting Quarry ,..., Northern Extension ,..., Archaeological Works 

Summary 

An archaeological watching brief undertaken during ploughsoil stripping for a new 

quarry extension recorded a number of archaeological features cut into natural clay or 

bedrock. Subsequent excavations investigated a number of archaeological features, 

mainly gullies and pits or postholes, ranging in date from the Romano-British period 

through to the medieval and post-medieval periods. 

l.O .. Introduction 

Proposals by the Doulting Stone Quarry Company to re-open an old and abandoned 

quarry situated to the north of the present quarry area and to extend that quarry 

eastwards into arable farmland, prompted Somerset County Council to recommend 

that an archaeological programme of works was undertaken as part of the planning 

agreement. The recommendation follows the advice given by central government as set 

out in Planning Policy Guidance on Archaeology and Planning (PPG16) issued by 

the DOE. 

Mr Colin Keevil of the Doulting Stone Quarry Company commissioned 

consultant archaeologists Charles and Nancy Hollinrake to carry out the archaeological 

watching brief and subsequent excavation which were carried out in September 1999. 

These archaeological works are the latest in a series of archaeological projects 

at Doulting Quarry which began in November 1997 with an historical/archaeological 

desk top surveyl. This was later followed by a fieldwalking exercise carried out over 

the area of the proposed quarry extension in October 19982 . The fieldwalking 

recovered relatively large quantities of prehistoric worked flint flakes and tools and a 

smaller amount of post-medieval, medieval and Romano-British pottery sherds. 

1 C. and N. Hollinrake report number 114 to Somerset County Council. 
2 C. and N. Hollinrake report number 135 to Somerset County Council. 
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The fieldwalking project was followed in November 1998 by an archaeological 

evaluation within the proposed extension area. The evaluation recorded a small 

quantity of archaeological features although most a1tefacts recovered were from the 

ploughsoil or the base of the ploughsoil3 . (see Figures 1 to 4) 

An archaeological watching brief was undertaken in July 1999 when a new 

earth bund was constructed within an arable field immediately south of the existing 

quarry. Finds from this project mainly comprised prehistoric struck flint4. 

2.0 .. Historic and Archaeological Bacl{ground 

The historic and archaeological background to Doulting Quarry was covered in the 

earlier reports and will not be repeated in any detail in this report. 

A fine and easily worked freestone has been quarried at Doulting from at least 

the Late-Saxon period with indications from the nearby Romano-British small town at 

Charlton, Shepton Mallet, that Doulting stone was being used for ornamental 

stonework during the Roman period. 

After the Norman conquest, Glastonbury Abbey was largely rebuilt in Doulting 

stone, and after a disastrous fire in 1184 was again rebuilt using Doulting stone ashlar 

facing. Glastonbury Abbey had owned Doulting and any quarries within the estate 

from an early period, probably from the early-8th century. From the early-13th century 

onwards, Wells Cathedral was rebuilt using large quantities of Doulting for ashlar 

facing and Glastonbury leased out quarries to the cathedral for that purpose. 

Many other properties belonging to Glastonbmy Abbey and Wells Cathedral in 

the medieval period also made use of Doulting stone and the existing quarry supplies 

all of the faced stone required to conserve or preserve these medieval structures as 

well as new stJUctures within Mendip villages which have traditionally used the 

Doulting quarries for their building stone. 

3 C. and N. Hollinrake report number 138 
4 C. and N. Hollinrake report number 163 
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3.0 .. Archaeological Works - Methods 

3.1 The archaeological watching brief commenced when the area of the proposed 

quarry extension was stripped of its ploughsoil by a bulldozer. The material removed 

by the bulldozer was then mounded up into a large bund following the north-east 

boundary of the new extension area. 

3.2 Due to the nature of the earth moving operation, with the bulldozer continually 

crossing and re-crossing the stripped area, it was not possible to carry out any 

investigations or surveying of features revealed by the stripping until the earth moving 

had neared completion. Even after the cessation of the ploughsoil stripping, the 

compression of the cleared ground by the bulldozer, allied with a spell of hot, dry 

weather, made recognition and cleaning of archaeological features a relatively difficult 

task, only partially eased when the hot, dry spell was followed by periods of intense 

and heavy rainfall. 

3.3 The initial survey of archaeological features revealed by the earth stripping 

disclosed a series of narrow linear features and a few smaJI pits; further cleaning of 

areas of brashy subsoil in the south-west edge of the site revealed a further gully 

feature and similar operation in the southern extension disclosed one further pit and 

smaller areas of disturbance, probably tree holes. It is unlikely that any major 

archaeological feature was left unrecognised. 

3.4 The site was gridded out into 1 Ometre squares and planned at a scale of 1:100. 

Linear features were investigated by a series of sections along their length and pits or 

postholes were half or three-quarters sectioned. Feature plans were drawn at a scale of 

1:20 and sections at a scale of 1:10. 

3.5 Levels above Ordnance Datum were taken throughout. The Ordnance Survey 

benchmark used is situated on the south-east corner of a cottage in the village of 

Chelynch, south of the public house, which has a value of223 .67metres. 

3.6 The quarry extension area slopes down from north to south with the northern 

edge of the site standing at around 222metres whilst the southern tip stands at around 
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219metres. The site was also recorded photographically using colour slides, black and 

white and colour prints. 

3. 7 The stripped extension area was designated Area 6, continuing the existing 

numbering system used previously, following on from the four evaluation trenches 

(Areas 1 to 4) and the earlier 1999 watching brief south of the existing quarry which 

was numbered Area 5. All features and contexts recorded in this project were, 

therefore, prefixed with the figure'6' and unstratified artefacts were also marked 'u/s 6'. 

3.8 A metal detector was used to scan the cleared ground, fills of archaeological 

features and the spoilheaps. The location of any significant metal detector finds are 

indicated on the Finds List. Finds have been marked with their respective context 

number plus the Somerset County Council Accession Number : 102/1998. 

3.9 The watching brief was undertaken by Keith Faxon and Bruce Eaton and took 

place between the 9th and 13th September: The subsequent excavations were carried 

out between the 14th and 28th September 1999. The weather was, initially, hot and 

dry but after the 16th September a period of extremely wet weather ensued, making 

excavations either difficult or impossible for long periods. 

3.10 The excavations were directed by Charles Hollinrake assisted by Bruce Eaton, 

Keith Faxon and Stuart Prior. 

3.11 The adjacent Chelynch Wood immediately to the west of Area 6 is shown on 

the 1839 Tithe Map as containing a freestone quarry, in tithe map plot 441 , (see figure 

3) and the trees can be seen to be covering large areas of mounded quarry spoil. 

Inspection of a recent haul road cut through these wooded spoil heaps noted a large 

sherd of a factory made white glazed vessel at the base of the spoil. The pottery was 

probably late-18th or early 19th century in date and this indicates the approximate date 

for the commencement of quarrying in that area immediately west of the excavation 

site and which is shown as a working quarry on the tithe map. The present extension 

area is within tithe map plots 423 and 439 on figure 3. 
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4.0 .. Area 6 Excavations ~ Results - Introduction 

4.1 The ploughsoil and its grass cover was removed by a bulldozer over the area 

zoned for the quarry extension, the depth of the ploughsoil varying between 0.2m and 

0.4metres. The ploughsoil, context 600, is an homogenous, mid grey-brown, sandy, 

deposit containing small fragments of Doulting stone and occasional archaeological 

artefacts - bone, pottery etc .. The spoil heaps were examined for finds and were also 

scanned by a metal detector. 

4.2 Topsoil clearance exposed a natural brashy subsoil composed of yellow, sandy 

clay with many small fragments of local yellow limestone. This surface of this deposit, 

assigned context number 601, has been disturbed by ploughing, tree holes and roots 

and probable animal activity. Where it was removed or sectioned, on the old quarry 

face, for instance, its depth could be seen to vary between 1.5metres and 2metres. This 

brashy material lies above the thick bed of Doulting limestone which is quarried for 

building stone. 

4.3 Figures 6 and 7 show all archaeological features and contexts investigated 

within Area 6. Although there were areas of the cleared ground which had been heavily 

compacted by machinery or where loose, brashy overburden had not been removed, it 

is believed that all significant archaeological features were recorded and excavated. 

Due to the nature of the soil clearance and the difficult weather conditions, it is 

possible that some small features, stake holes or small post holes, for instance, may 

have been missed. However, some small features, thought initially to be post holes, 

were proved, after excavation or sectioning, to be small tree holes, root activity or old 

animal burrows. 
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4.4 Archaeological features were recognised by the colour difference between their 

fills and the surrounding yellowish limestone brash. Due to continuous ploughing there 

was no intermediate subsoil between the ploughsoil and the natural brashy clay and 

archaeological features were exposed once the ploughsoil had been removed. 

4.5 The first archaeological feature to be noted was the long, straight, east-west 

ditch, contexts 607/608, which had a soft, greyish-brown sandy fill , although all other 

archaeological features contained a fairly dense, sandy, brown clay fill , often with 

charcoal flecking. 

4.6 Features investigated with no charcoal flecking generally appeared to have 

formed through natural agencies, although they too had brown clay within them. It is 

assumed that these brown clay fills are the surviving remnants of the original subsoil 

before the area was ploughed. 

4. 7 Subsequent excavations and sectioning of the archaeological features showed 

them all to be relatively shallow and som.etimes fairly insubstantial. The cause for this 

is, fairly obviously, the ploughing which has certainly occurred regularly in this area 

since at least the 17th century and probably for longer. The ploughsoil stripping also 

removed some of the surface of the brash in places (and with it some of the 

archaeological fills) and due to the natural slope of the site it is possible that some soil 

has also been lost through erosion or hillwash. 
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5.0 .. Description of Area 6 --- Archaeological Features 

5.1 The features are described in contextual order rather than from the earliest 

phase to the latest or in the order that they were investigated. Due to the removal by 

the plough of any archaeological layers which may once have existed, the only 

stratigraphic relationship surviving was gully 603 being cut by gully 607. 

5.2 G ully F ill 602 Cut 603 F igures 6 and 8 

Investigated through six excavated sections, numbered 602A through to 602F, 

in the order in which they were dug. 

602/603 was cut by east-west field ditch 607/608 

A shallow gully varying in depth between 0. 15m and 0.45metres and in width 

between 0.5m and 0.7metres. Assumed to be part of a boundary ditch for a f1eld or 

paddock. There are similarities between 602/603 and the small gullies, 1 06 and 205 

recorded in evaluation trenches 1 and 2 (shown on figure 5). 

Finds from the various fills were of the Romano-British period with some 

possible residual Late-Iron Age sherds. With the exception of a complete pot handle 

from a greyware vessel found at the base of 602F, virtually all pot sherds were very 

small and often abraded. Some possible medieval sherds were recorded on the surface 

of 602F but their dating is uncertain and they might be Romano-British. 

Occasional struck flint flakes were recovered from 602, and some fragments of 

animal bone. 

602F contained lenses and streaks of charcoal and a sample bag of this material 

was collected for possible radiocarbon 14 assessments. 

Date: assumed to be of the later-Roman period, possibly 4th century, although, 

due to the fragmented and worn nature of much of the pottery sherds, a later date, in 

the ?5th century might be a possibility. 
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5.3 ?Gully F ill 604 Cut 605 Figures 6 and 9 

A curious feature approximately 15metres long, 0.5m to 0.8metres wide with a 

rounded base and a depth ofbetween 0.2m and 0.4metres. 

Towards the northern end of the feature a pile of stones, some burnt pink, 

context 613, covered the fill. One of these was a small fragment of cut and scored 

Doulting stone which has been retained. 

Feature 604/605 was excavated in five places numbered 604 (at the northern 

tip) and 604A to 604D. 

A probable Romano-British copper alloy coin, possibly of3rd/4th century date, 

was recovered from fill604. 

A sherd of 17th century pottery was found on the surface of fill 604, possibly 

deposited through plough action. 

Finds were sparse but included animal bone fragments, small quantities of slag 

and a fragment of a burnt, worked stone, struck prehistoric flint and small pottery 

sherds. The pottery included Romano-British sherds but also probable early medieval 

sherds including small fragments of a small, handmade pot, possibly of 11th or 12th 

century date. 

Date: assumed to be of the early medieval period, possibly 11th century to 

13th century. 

5.4 Context 606 was a natural feature 

5.5 Ditch Fill 607 Cut 608 Figure 6 

Ditch 608 cut gully 603. It had been destroyed to the west by the 19th century 

quarry and continued to the east below the new bund and into the undisturbed field. 

The ditch headed directly to a large lime tree which is assumed to marked the junction 

of field boundaries shown on 19th and earlier 20th century maps. 
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The field ditch was 1metre wide and had a slightly rounded base. The centre of 

the fill was approximately 0.45metres deep. Finds within fill 607 comprised a relatively 

modern roof tile fragment and pot sherds of 17th and 18th century date. 

Date: possibly originating in the 17th/18th centmy and continuing through as a 

field boundary to the middle of the 20th century. 

5.6 Pit Fill 609 Cut 61 1 Figures 6, 7 & 9 

A sub-circular pit approximately 1.2metres in diameter and up to 0.45metres 

deep. The fill contained small bones and charcoal flecks. 

Finds within fill 609 were Romano-British greyware pottery sherds, occasional 

prehistoric struck flints, small stones and a small lump of coal. 

Date: Probably Roman period; 1st to 4th century. 

5.7 Pit Fill 610 Cut 612 Figures 6, 7 & 9 

A sub-circular pit approximately I metre in diameter and up to 0.3metres deep. 

The pit was almost devoid of finds, only one small fragment of burnt slag being 

recovered from fill610. 

Date: unknown. 

5.8 Gully Fill 614 Cut 615 Figures 6 and 10 

Associated features- pits/postholes 617, 625, 626, 628 and slot 619. 

A long, narrow gully, oriented north-south and continuing to the north below 

the new earth bund. A length of approximately 20metres was recorded within the 

extension area, its width varied between 0.5m and 2metres and its depth between 

0.15 m and 0. 3 metres. Gully 015 was sectioned four times, the excavated fills being 

numbered 614A to 614D. 

Associated with 614/615 were three small pits (or large post holes) cuts 617, 

625 and 628 and a small narrow slot, context 619. 
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Finds within 614 comprised sherds of Romano-British grey ware pottery as 

well as some struck prehistoric flints and a fragment of a cut and snipped lead sheet. 

The fill of the small pit 617, fill 616, contained large numbers ofRoman period 

pottery sherds, mainly grey wares, as in 614 with which it was very obviously 

associated, but also some small sherds, including a rim fragment, of Samian pottery. 

The fill of the small pit 628, fill 627, also contained sherds of Roman period 

grey wares as well as residual flint flakes. The fill of the small gully 619, fill 618, also 

contained a large sherd from a Romano-British greyware storage jar. 

Date: Gully 615 and all of the associated features can be dated to the Roman 

period, the sherds of Samian pottery might suggest a date between the 1st and 3rd 

centuries AD. 

5.9 Boundary ?hedge Fill 621 Cut 620 Figures 6 and 11 

A long and shallow feature recorded over a length of approximately 40metres 

and oriented roughly north-west to south-east. The south-eastern terminus of the 

feature was recorded in the excavation area but 620 extends into the old quarry where 

it has been destroyed. 

The feature was very shallow, extending only a few centimetres below the 

surface of the limestone brash, but within its width the base of 620 was pockmarked 

with depressions and holes as can be seen on figure 11 . 

These disturbances did not extend beyond the edges of 620. Some holes were 

large enough to contain substantial posts, others were smaller. These features cannot 

be 'natural' but must have been caused by or through human agency. There seems to be 

too many depressions and holes for these all to have been caused by fence posts, 

although some of them probably were cut for posts. 

It might be that this was a long-standing boundary feature which might have 

also formed, or might have been converted into, some form of hedge. 

The feature was investigated in four sections, the fills of these areas being 

numbered 621 A to 621 C. 
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Finds were few but comprised small fragments of Romano-British pottery and 

a few fragments of medieval pot, probably of 12th/13th century date. 

Date: Probably early-medieval, 12th to 14th century, although a date in the 

Roman period, with the medieval pottery being incorporated into the shallow fill 

through plough action, is not impossible. 

5.10 ?Pit Fill 622 Cut 623 Figures 7 and 8 

A shallow and somewhat amorphous feature towards the southern end of the quarry 

extension within an area containing numerous tree holes and other natural 

disturbances. 

623 was approximately 1.4metres long and around lmetre wide and 0.1 to 

0.2metres deep with a large and obvious post hole in the centre of the feature. 

The fill, 622, contained no finds. 

Date: unknown. 

5.11 Unstratified and metal detector finds 

Relatively large amounts of struck flint flakes with occasional tools and cores, were 

recovered fi·om the excavation area with a particular concentration to the south-east of 

gully 620. Many of the flints have a white patination which suggests that these might 

originate in the Mesolithic and Neolithic periods. The amount of flint recovered from 

this location does strongly indicate that this locality was a favoured settlement or 

occupation site throughout the early prehistoric period and other flints without a 

patination may derive from Bronze Age activity. 

Some fragments or large cobbles of non-local stones were found . These are 

mostly hard stones and often have been worn to a smooth and shiny face. These may 

have been used for grinding or polishing. 

Some fragments of worked Doulting stone were recovered from the area of 

gully 605 . These are assumed to be medieval in date although a date in the Romano

British period must be a possibility. 
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6. 0 Discussion 

6.1 Figure 6 shows the layout of the archaeological features investigated during the 

excavations and the different orientations of these gullies indicates different phases of 

activity for these features, all of which are assumed to represent fteld or paddock 

boundaries. 

6.2 None of the features investigated in these excavations can be stated to date to 

the prehistoric period although features without dateable finds could be prehistoric. 

There were also a few small sherds which might date to the Iron Age, 

indicating activity during that period. 

6.3 There are problems in trying to assign reasonable dates to these features, 

principally due to the small and abraded nature of most of the pottery sherds. Apart 

from the north-south gully 615 and its associated pits or postholes which contained 

large amounts of easily identifiable Romano-British potsherds, and, probably, pit 611, 

which also contained similar pottery types, most other features only contained very 

small and, often, very abraded pottery. 

Even gully 615 cannot be accurately dated, despite the relatively large 

quantities of pottery, as the greyware sherds recovered could be either early or late in 

the Roman period or they might even date to the later-Iron Age and the Samian sherds 

recovered could also belong to the Late-Iron or early-Roman period. 

6.4 It should be noted that Dorset Black Burnish Ware, generally the commonest 

type of Romano-British pottery found on archaeological sites, was extremely rare on 

this site, the commonest pottery by far being various types of grey wares. Whether 

these features date from the late-Iron Age, or from the early or late Roman period, it 

would appear that this locality was outside the territory controlled or influenced by the 

Durotriges tribe of Dorset and south/central Somerset. The Mendips were probably 

within the area controlled or influenced by the Dobunnic tribe. 
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6.5 Feature 615 is probably dateable to the Roman period. Feature 602/603 also 

contained Romano-British pottery although sherds within this feature were noticeably 

smaller and more difficult to identify. The orientation of 602/603 also differs markedly 

from that of 614/615 which should indicate that these belong to different phases of 

activity. 

6.6 Fill 602F contained a sherd ofLate-Roman colour coat and this should indicate 

that 602/603 is a late-Roman feature. The nature of the pottery might also indicate that 

it is a very late feature in the Roman period and might date to the 5th rather than the 

4th century. 

6. 7 The 1998 archaeological evaluation recovered small quantities of Romano-

British and medieval pot sherds as well as larger amounts of prehistoric worked flints. 

The two small gully features investigated in evaluation trenches 1 and 2 were 

both believed to be prehistoric in date due to the lack of any dateable finds, however, 

both of those features, contexts 106 and 205, shown on figure 5, look similar and have 

similar orientations to gully 603 and may be part of the same boundary system. 

6.8 The curious gully feature 604/605 contained few finds but some were probably 

of the earlier medieval period. If this feature could be dated to the Roman period then 

it could be explained as comprising a short length of ditch contemporary with gully 

603 with field entrances to north and south. 

Some of the pot within 604 does appear to be medieval, however, and although 

it would be tempting to link 603 and 605 they do seem to belong to different periods. 

It might possibly be argued that 603 survived into the medieval period to be 

contemporary with 605, the later fills being removed by ploughing and, indeed, some 

probable medieval sherds were found on the smface of 602/3 (and even later sherds on 

the surface of 604/5). 

The most reasonable explanation might be that the apparent contemporariness 

of 603 and 605 is illusory and that 605 is early medieval but with an unknown function. 
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6.9 This problem is compounded by the curious feature 620/621. Taken as a group, 

features 603, 605 and 620 combine to resemble contemporary boundary features 

defining not only fields or paddocks and their entrance ways but also a track or access 

road between 603/605 and 620 with pit 612 also possibly included within this group. 

As with feature 605, however, medieval pottery sherds, apparently even later 

than those recovered from 604/605, seem to be contained within fill 621 . All of the 

sherds were small and there is some uncertainty about the dating and, due to the 

shallowness of the feature, it could well be that any, or all of the pottery recovered 

from 621 might have been deposited through ploughing. 

However, on the evidence available, 620/621 may date to the medieval period 

although a date in the Roman or earlier medieval period might be possible. 

6.10 Pit 611 contained Romano-British greywares within fill 609. The similarity to 

the sherds found in 609/611 and the sherds in 614/615 and associated pits might 

suggest that 615 and 611 are contemporary. 

6.11 The last feature to be discussed is the large east-west oriented field bounda1y 

607/608. There are no doubts about the general dating of this fteld ditch whose ftll, 

607, contained post-medieval pottery sherds of the 17th/18th century. The fill also 

contained a handle which might date to the later-medieval period. 

This feature is, without a doubt, the field ditch shown on figure 3, the Tithe 

Map of 1839, as defining the boundary between plots 423 and 439 (both these fields, 

incidentally, being known as Trent'). As can be seen on the Tithe Map, boundary ditch 

608 shares the same orientation as all other fields in the locality and these orientations 

diverge markedly from the earlier gullies investigated during the September 

excavations. 
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7.0 Conclusions 

7.1 Prehistoric activity within this area can be demonstrated through the large 

quantities of struck flints recovered in each of the archaeological projects which have 

taken place over the last two years . The white patination on many of the flints suggests 

that these may be Mesolithic or Neolithic in origin. 

7.2 These is some slight evidence for Iron Age frequentation of this area. 

7.3 There is now abundant evidence for settlement activity in this area during the 

Roman period, although the dates defining the inception and abandonment of that 

occupation are not at all clear. The pottery types recovered suggest that this area was 

within the territory influenced or controlled by the late-Iron Age tribe of the Dobunni, 

this difference between the former tribal areas of the Dobunni and the Durotriges 

continuing through the Romano-British period. 

7.4 The amount of pottery sherds indicate that there must be (or there must have 

once been) a Romano-British settlement in the vicinity, although whether this might 

have been located in the areas destroyed by earlier quarrying activity is not known. 

7.5 There are indications that there is medieval activity in this area. Whether this is 

connected to agriculture or to quarrying, (and the same question might be asked of the 

Romano-British activity), is not known for certain. The fragments of worked Doulting 

stone connected with feature 604/605 do indicate that quarrying might have been 

carried out here in the ?medieval period. 
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Doulting Quan-y DQ99A 

fpotteJ1' build ill!! materials 
con tex t hct •·ds fabric nJ·face date} no. type l misc. 

600nbove I !grey fine sandy brown outer and I X Fl int nake patinated white 
604north ikhaki glaze irmer Cl7 2 x animal bone frags 

601 NW 1 ~mall oxidised sandy Oxidised BBW Cl-4 
of 620 

601 SE 13 x Flint flakes patinated white 
of 620 I x Flint flake- blue grey 

I x Flint core - bumt - blue 
1 x Flint core/flake large white 

601 4 ·mall grey fine sandy 'grey sandy ?C1-4 2 small frags slag I x Flint flake grey retouched 
above604 4 mall dark grey sandy sandy orange ?CI-4 I small ?bumt stone 

602D I mall reduced I imestone reduced micaceous ?prehist I dark coloured stone 7 x animal bone frags 
and grit temper 

6 ~nail same pot grey buff grey sandy ?CI-4 
!quartz andgrit sandy 

602D I hick sandy_ gr_ey_ !grey sandy 2 very sml frag,s Doulting stone 
abundant quartz Cl-4 

602 DIE I Rim reduced sandy black bumished ware Cl-4 I very small frag slag I x Flint flake - grey 

602E I very small pink prange- brown glaze I Doulting stone frag 1 x animal bone frag 
Oxford Ware C3-4 

602F I small Rim sandy quartz black bumished type C l-4 I ?Lias stone frag I x Flint flake patinated white 
I ~mall reduced with educed gritty ?Late 8 dark coated stone 

iquartz and grit temper Iron Ag ? (7 frags discarded) charcoal from centre of fill 
2 ~mall sandy reduced and grey surface joining 

oxidised banding Cl-4 
base I Handle blue-grey ribbed grey ware Cl-4 

602F 2 ~oinir1,.~ grey sandy pink-orange 
Surface small quartz temper ~andy gritty ?med 

2 v.sml reduced reduced ?med 
I v.smal grey gritty !grey gritty ?RIB? 

604 I pale orange irmer light brown I Doulting stone frag I x Flint large cortical flake 
Surface hiny glaze C J7 I hard gritty purple stone white patination 

4 x frags animal bone 

604 1 x cu nUoy coin prob Cl-4 

604A I hard grey fine quartz and reduced 1 large lump hard grey 27 x animal bone frags 
limestone temper carboniferous limestone 
~orne small void~ ?CJ0-1 1 ~mooth grey limestone 

bum! possibly worked 
1 very small iron nail 

604D 2 · oining Rims dark grey andy gritty I small frag slag 
abundant small quartz handmade C l l-12 

I mall sandy !micaceous CJ -4 I shiny grey stone 
2 very small sherds educed ? 

604C I mall trag ?iron slag I x small ?bum! fl int 
I hiny black stone 
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Doulting Quan-y DQ99A 

lpotte•·v buildi.JU! materials 

context her nls fabric surface date} no. type l misc. 
604D I base frag gritty !Pink orange outer 1 :Small slag frag I x Flint flake patinated white 

dark grey inner ?med? 
I small fine sandy orange ? 

607 I Handle frag oxidised :Slashed spots of I $mall frag iron slag 1 x Flint flake patinated white 
dull green glazed Cl5·17 

2 small orange orange glaze C18 1 rooftilefrag C18-19 
I orange sandy ~ark brownglaze CI8 

609 l mall fraJ?. Rim _ g~"ey 'gritty grey I ron nail from surface of 609 2 x flint lumps white 
mal l qua11z and grits Cl-4 handmade square shank potboi lers 

I very small grey andy C1·4 large head uncertain date 
I mall Base grey sandy smooth micaceous Cl-4 I ·mall fragJnent of coal 

1 bumt frag ?Doulting stone 

610 I rag dark grey slag 

613 I worked Doulting stone frag cut and scored ?medieval 

614 I ~mall grey sma II quartz grey ?I A? 
surface I ~mall grey sandy !grey sandy Cl-4 

2 mall sandy lgrey-buff Cl-4 

614A I grey sandy small black lgreyware I large fragment of lead strip I x clay pipe stem 
and grey grits Cl -4 cut and snipped ?RIB 

2 · oining buff sandy lgrey gritty quartz 
gritty_ CJUartz temper 2 frags smooth red sandstone 
grey margins lgreyware Cl-4 

12 buff-grey sandy I ·mall frag Doulting stone 
imilar to above :greyware C l -4 

2 mall grey sandy greyware ?CI-4 

614C I frag orange fired clay?pot? 

614D I x broken Flint flakel?tool 
patinated white 

I x FlinVchert flake honey 

616 I ~mall frag Bead Rim & Santi an 
6 ~mall frags Sarnian Cl-3 
I Rim frag & 
I Base frags & 
3 sherds blue grey sandy 

mall black grits lgreyware Cl-4 
7 bufl:brown (JUariz and !gritty grey 

grit temper Cl-4 
1 mall fine sandy grey !grey CJ-4 
2 black fine quartz gritty "lack gritty C l ·4 
2 · oining Base frags dark grey some voids 

dark grey Cl·4 
4 very small 1greywares Cl·4 

618 I hick grey Jale orange 
greyware storage iar Cl·4 
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Doulting Quarry DQ99A 

!pottery buihliuo materials 

con text he1 rds fabric lsm·face date} no. type l misc. 
621 2 !small reduced with Jgrey gritty ?CI2 I !shiny ?Doultine stone 12 x Flint small flakes pale blue 

surf.'lce limestone and grit ?RIB 
I !small grey sandy gritty jgrey gritty ?C I-4 

?mcd 

621A I black reduced sandy educed gritty 12-14 3 Ismail fi·ags slag 
I very small soft grey jgrey I frae white Quartz 

!grit temper C12-14 8 lfraas ?Doulting stone with 
l 'Cry small grey ?greyware ?CI-4 dark coating 

621D l lsandy pale buft:orange buff-orange Cl-4 I hard micaceous stone 
!grey-buff core 

621D I Ismail fine sandy buff sandy ?CI-4 1 ~mall black slag 
sm·face 

627 1 !grey sandy darker grey Cl-4 ~ x Flint flakes patinated white 
l Ivery small grey sandy 'grey sandy C1-4 1 x Flintlumo oatinated white 
l ~mall grey sandy grey sandy C l-4 

w•stratifieil tl to 30m N of Trench 3 I broken cobble greenstone 
hard smooth surfaces 

I 1ard dense red sandstone 
l broken cobble grecnish-grev 

auartzitie 
w1stratified u to 30m M of Trench 3 l large trag hard recVm•mle 

I ?sandstone with ouartz incl. 

I 
I 

unstratified metal detector W of 620 1 x conner allov belt buckle 

I unce11ain date 

I 
w1stmtified m.ctal detector NE sect.or 1 lead { pb} object 

flattened obiect 
pierced by small hole 

I folded lead ( pb} sheet 

tmsh·atificd NE sector l small fragment of I x Flint flake retouched white 

I window elass oale green I x cortical Flint flake dark grey 

I possibly Cl-4 
tmstratified oenel'al area 

1 orange !shiny dk brown e.laze Cl7-18 1 Iron obiect l x Flint end scraoer white 
1 larey sandy oran.e.e sandy shiny 8 x struck Flint flake.~ white 

lt brown glaze- C l 8-19 1 very small fragment of 1 x small Flint flake black 
l reduced inner oxidised !Shiny br0\\~1 glaze out clear glass ooss.CJ-4 I x small Flint blue 

!outer margins sandy C l7-18 l x Flint brokenlan~e flake or 
l Jgrey orange dull green I fraa animal bone ?scraper white 

jglaze over white 1 x Flint core blue 
railed pipine Cl7-1 8 I !small frag iron stone 1 x Flint very small grey 

3 oxidised w een or brown glazes Cl7-18 13 x Flint flakes grey 
I !Pink/orange lale milky green glaze C17-18 I !quartz lumo I x Fl int flake dark !!Tey 
5 mall oxidised oran.e.elbrown elazes Cl7-l9 
I !Rim sandy grey lpxidised with i1mcr I limestone lumo many voids 1 x clay pipe bowl frag Cl7 

!green/brown glaze C17-18 small holes all natura l 
I orange sandy scrafitto ware C17-L8 
1 orange grey core shinY oranae/!!.reen 21 C 17-18 

10 ~lute factory various !white or cream C 18-L9 ALL DISCARDED 
I Rim oran.ae !shiny dk green .e.laze Cl7 
I Rim pink/orange !pink/orange C 16-17 
l Rim orange grey core jgreen glaze Cl7-18 

16 orange various types jgreen or orane.e glazes C l 7-1 9 
1 tard fine grey !smooth !!.reY Cl-4 
I Ismail hard fine grey brown ?CI-4 
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Doulting Quarry Excavations DQ99A 

no. ~ype description interpretation 

600 layer !mid brown/grey sandy soil, c. 20-30cm deep lplotlg}lsoil 

601 deposit deep, loose limestone brash natural deposit above bedrock limestone brash; natural 

602 til eddish brown sandy clay with small limestone fraRS. til ofiul1v 603 

603 cut inear (E-W toN-S) U-shaped profile, c.50-70cm wide x x15-45cm deep ll(lll!y 

604 fill oran~e/reddish-brown sandy clay with stones (613), some charcoal til of e:ullv 605 

605 cut linear (N-S), U-shaped profile, c60cm wide x c20cm deep le:ullv 

606 cut & fill sub-rectanl(ltlar feat\tre clean fill. nat\tral 

607 fill soft grey-brown sandy clay, some charcoal flecks fill of ditch 608 

608 cut linear (E-W), c.lm wide x 40-50cm deep,from Ctuarrv ed~e to centre of field 'post-medieval field ditch 

609 fill orange-brown sandy clay, some charcoal flecks fill ofpit611 

610 ttl orange-brown sandy clay, some charcoal flecks tll of pit 6 12 

61 I cut oval (c.l20 x IOOcm), irregular, steep sides, flat base, c.80cm dee.p loit cut 

612 cut oval (c. II 0 c 80cm), bowl-shaped, c.35cm deep IPitcut 

613 ~tones 9 x large stones in oval pile resting on top of ditch fill604, lx burnt red ?uncertain 

614 ttl loose orange-brown clay/silt, some stone and charcoal, some brash fill of ditch 615 

615 cut linear (roughly N-S), up to elm wide x c.l5-25cm deep, flat base l~ully 

616 fill loose dark orange-brown clay/silt, some charcoa.l, brash tll ofoit 617 

617 ~ut circular ( c.80cm diam.) c. l7cm deep, irre~ular base ?pit or post hole 

618 fill loose dark orange-brown clay/silt, some brash, some charcoal tll of cut 619 

619 cut incar (roug}Jly parallel to 6 I 5), c.55cm wide x c.l5 deep, "v' base 1arrow ®llv or slot 

620 cut linear (NW-SE), cl40cm wide, shallow pock-marked flat base ?hed2e boundarv feature 

62 1 ill tnn reddish brown to orange sandy clay, small stones & bra$h, much charcoal tll of620 

622 ill loose dark orange-brown clay/si It ill of cut 623 

623 ~ut irreg\ilar, up to 120cm across, V -shaped post hole in base IPil? or oost T>it 

624 tll loose dark orange-brown clay/silt fill of cut 625 

625 cut ub-square, up to 65cm diam. bowl-shaped, c22cm deep ?oit or ilost hole 

626 cut & fill circular, c. l5cm diam. take hole or post hole 

627 ill loose dark orange-brown clay/silt, moderate charcoal ill of cut 628 

628 cut lens-shaped, c.90cm x 40cm, irre®lar base uo to c.25cm deep loit or post hole 
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